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Fully Integrated CTMS & eTMF
Your Single Source of Truth for Clinical Trial Management

Clinical trial operations management is no easy feat. From
competing demands, regulatory pressures, and budget
constraints—you can’t afford to rely on unreliable data.

When data is coming in from
numerous disconnected sources,
it can cause trial delays or result
in redundancies, inaccuracies,
and manual reconciliation.
Decisions on how and where your team collects,
analyzes, and stores data ripples over into all
aspects of trial management including patient
safety, regulatory compliance, trial outcomes,
timelines, and budget. It’s critical that you equip
your teams with a tool capable of providing
timely and accurate insights across global teams
and facilities. You need purpose-built eClinical
integrations that inspire confidence through
visibility, accuracy, and control. You need Medrio
and PHARMASEAL’s single source of truth for
trial management.

Eliminate Your Headaches With
Our Integrated Solution
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Technology That Natively Speaks
Data ingested by Medrio is sent to
PHARMASEAL’s Engility® Trial Management
platform, where it auto-populates information
on patient, study, and site activities, including
site payments.
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Manage Your Master Files
With a centrally located eTMF, you can
feel confident in your regulatory readiness
and not worry about having to scramble to
find important documents when auditors
come knocking.
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Purpose-Built Connectors
We’ve bridged the gaps between our solutions
to streamline your research by fostering hyper
collaboration, integrating complex supply chains,
and enhancing study oversight.
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Safe and Secure
Medrio and Engility® help you maintain a
strong security posture through flexible
and configurable data access controls at the
customer, study, country and site levels.

How Will You Benefit?
Achieve full data population
and visualization in a matter
of hours, instead of days with
non-native systems.
Stop relying on IT or third party
experts. Our feature-rich,
programmerless, and intuitive
platforms put you in full control of
your study management strategy.

Eliminate data discrepancies,
duplicate entry, and manual
validation with our single
source of truth.
Maintain close oversight
of study performance with
Engility®’s pre-built and
custom business intelligence
dashboards and reports.

ABOUT MEDRIO
At Medrio, we know that it takes a global village to achieve a healthier world. Our leading eClinical Data
solutions have helped sponsors, CROs, and sites from all trial phases and therapeutic areas secure over 770
regulatory approvals. Whether conducting traditional, hybrid, or fully-virtual trials—our adaptive platform
of EDC, DDC, eConsent, RTSM, and ePRO/eCOA help streamline your studies, without compromising data
quality. And our experts are on-call 24/7 to help you solve your most pressing needs. Discover the Medrio
difference and learn more at medrio.com.

ABOUT PHARMASEAL
PHARMASEAL was founded in 2016 by a team of industry leaders who share a vision to create smarter
technologies and innovative products for the improvement of human health. The company’s SaaS platform
Engility® simplifies the management and control of clinical trials for biopharmaceutical, CRO and medical
device companies. Engility® utilises advanced engineering offering enterprise management with rapid
deployment, an intuitive user interface and interoperability with other eClinical applications to optimise
trial governance and oversight. Learn more at pharmaseal.co.
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